The Perth Renew Branch are seeking owners / occupiers / builders of
Sustainable Dwellings to participate in a fun event, showcasing the
many and varying sustainable attributes of their passion projects and
unique houses!!
The presentations are based on the Pecha Kucha style presentation whereby 20 slides are shown and each slide is
spoken about for 20 seconds. This means your presentation is about 6.5mins.
The Perth Renew Branch are planning to run this event on Thursday 5th September as Home Base in Subiaco. The
venue holds 80 people. Tickets to the event will be promoted and hosted by Renew.

Are you interested in participating and showing off your dwelling?
We would love to showcase around 10 houses in WA with the priority given to houses that will be opening for
Sustainable House Day 2019!

Here’s a bit more of what to expect…
- No public speaking experience is necessary. A passion for your dwelling (and some photos) are all you’ll need!
- Interested participants will need to provide 20 high quality images of the house, each one telling part of the story
or showing unique sustainable attributes of the building. (i.e. Orientation and solar access, creative use of
materials and insulation, energy saving appliances, construction techniques, etc etc. Show us what makes your
dwelling unique!)
- Presenters will be asked to adhere to the strict timing. Slide transitions will be automated a will change every 20
seconds. The presenter will not need to advance the slides. At no time during the presentation will slides be
“paused”
- Aim to talk about each slide for 15 - 18 seconds. This is about 3 sentences per slide, then have a short pause
before the next slide appears. Presenters will be required to script their presentations to maintain quality and
prevent time over runs. Share with us a bit of technical information but just tell us the story of the photo and why
you chose to include it in your presentation. There is always a lot of information. Just give us the best bits!
- Slides for all of the presentations will be compiled into one PowerPoint presentation by the Perth Renew Branch.
There will be a 30 second to 1 min “pause” between presentations.

So, still sounds like something you’d like to be a part of ?
This style of presentation delivery varies considerably to a standard seminar guest speaker, which makes it very
buoyant and entertaining . It is fast paced, has lots of dot point information and a load of fun! Especially for the
audience who get to experience different speakers and widely varying projects all bundled into one entertaining
session. Plus it’s a great insight into what’s in store for SHD!
Houses will be selected based on sustainable attributes and uniqueness to give a diverse spread of dwelling types
and locations. Look forward to having your project involved!!
If you would like more information or are interested in participating, please register your interest before 15th August
to perthbranch@ata.org.au .

